A 5 Star Thank You, from MPR Underwriting.

Brokers were at the heart of the MPR proposition from the very start. That is why we are delighted to have secured
a 5-star rating from every category of broker in the Insurance Times Broker MGA survey. *
In the category of: “Underwriting: Expertise, Flexibility & Support” MPR was ranked as the number 1 MGA.

In addition:
- MPR were one of 4 MGAs to secure a 5-star rating;
- MPR were the only financial lines MGA to secure a 5-star rating;
All of this is hugely rewarding. It also makes us more determined to continue to seek out quality and excellence.
So, to all of our brokers, thank you sincerely for your support.
* The Insurance Times MGA Survey 2020 aimed to investigate how brokers rated the service they receive from their MGA partners. Brokers were asked to identify and
rate their MGA partners service performance. MGAs were awarded a star rating by over 1300 brokers nationwide.
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We work directly with brokers to help you
navigate a complex, invisible world – the world
of laws, regulations and duties that govern
how individuals and organisations connect
and interact.

• “Exceptionally knowledgeable and helpful”

The feedback from our broker partners as part of the survey was hugely rewarding:
• “Knowledgeable Underwriting. This is unique service with incredible support in a continuing challenging market.”
• “Friendly staff with an enormous amount of knowledge in their sector”

• “First class service, backed up by great products”
• “Excellent service, very knowledgeable in their specialist field, access to decision makers and work hard to find
solutions/write business.”
• “Excellent technical knowledge and supporting service from trusted underwriters”
• “Not just an online quote service. Proper underwriters, underwriting. Looking to solve problems with solutions,
rather than “computer says no.”
• “Clear strategy, reputation of management, knowledge of class.”
• “In the modern world where brokers are forced to accept one-size-fits-all IT-driven electronic trading (which may
not be in theirs or their clients’ best interests), tick-box underwriting and so-called decision-makers with little or no
levels of authority, MPR brings a refreshing and, dare I say it, traditional approach to financial lines underwriting.
As a broker, they are my first port of call for any risk requiring traditional old-fashioned underwriting. The technical
knowledge of the team outstanding, as is their willingness to go out of their way to explain properly why risks
presented might be outside of appetite. Do not adjust your set please.”
• “Their approach is very old school. Supremely knowledgeable underwriters, who are expert in assessing and
underwriting risks, with a can-do attitude. Look to tailor solutions for clients. So refreshing in this market!”

Want to find out more? Call: 0161 241 3550 – Email: enquries@mprunderwriting.com or visit www.mprunderwriting.com

